
In the age of hybrid working,  
legacy devices face extinction
Businesses everywhere are embracing a permanent shift to hybrid 

working, but to make the model truly successful – we must address 

the pain points of remote working, including the devices we rely on. 

Driven professionals equipped with the right tools can accomplish 

almost anything. Yet workers in the UK are using laptop and 

desktop computers that fail to meet the needs of an increasingly 

connected and digital workforce. 

A new study from Intel commissioned in May 2021 reveals what 

employees are calling for in a new generation of hybrid working 

devices that empowers them to achieve more. 

Employees and ITDMs are prioritising the 
aesthetic appeal of their business devices:

Video conferencing is a clearly important

Employees and ITDMs value connectivity

Recovering lost time

Hybrid working and IT support

IT DIY breakdown

Portability is prized by  
employees and ITDMs alike: 

The ability to share work with one another  
is integral to effective remote collaboration

Both employees and 
ITDMs recognise this: 

40%

said they wasted 2-3 hours 
trying to fix IT issues related 
to productivity applications

of employees said their 
device crashed or became 
completely unresponsive 
4-6 times a month

said they spent the 
same amount of time 
troubleshooting video 
conferencing 

of ITDMs estimated that 
employees’ devices crashed 
or became completely 
unresponsive just 2-3 times  
a month

The specific IT issues employees reported 
as causing problems during remote working:

And at the more extreme  
end of the spectrum:  

of ITDMs said 
employees contact 
IT support for remote 
assistance 

of employees said that it 
was important to have better 
connectivity (eg. To Wi-Fi)

of employees and

of ITDMs prioritise 
better video quality for 
hybrid working devices

of ITDMs said that better 
audio and background noise 
reduction was important

of employees said that better 
audio and background noise 
reduction was important

of ITDMs said that it was 
important to have better 
connectivity (eg. To Wi-Fi)

of employees said they 
experienced an issue 
that they did not report 
to IT (e.g. blue screens, 
hanging, pauses or general 
performance issues) less 
than once a month

said they would save  
2-3 hours per week 
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of ITDMs estimate that 
employees ask for IT 
support once a month

said the figure was closer 
to 2-3 times per month

say employees never 
experience significant 
computer slowdown

of ITDMs estimate that 
employees’ devices crash 
less than once a month

said they would save  
4-5 hours per week 

estimated that a more 
high-end laptop would 
have no impact on their 
productivity at all 

Employees are circumventing IT processes to 
attempt quick fixes themselves while working 
remotely, leading to lost productivity. ITDMs 
are increasingly unaware of the true extent of 
employees’ struggles:

Almost half of all employees believe that a more 
powerful or upgraded device would enable them 
to be more productive in the delivery of their role:

Both employees and ITDMs ranked better 
connectivity (e.g to Wi-Fi) as the most important 
feature for hybrid working devices:
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over a third stated this  
was very important

expressing a desire for easy 
screen sharing features

of ITDMs surveyed 
said it was important to 
them that their device 
is aesthetically pleasing

Over a fifth of employees 
surveyed in the UK said it 
was very important to them

of ITDMs surveyed said 
it was important that 
company devices are 
aesthetically pleasing

of ITMs say portability  
is important to them 

ITDMs are even more 
convinced, with
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81% of employees and

of ITDMs said it was 
important to have a 
device that is thin and 
light/ultra portable

60%
63%

said they could save 
more than 6 hours  
per week 
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Introducing 
the Intel® Evo™ 
vPro® Platform

A better way forward
The way we live and the way we work has transformed,  

so why haven’t our devices? 

The Intel vPro® platform sets a new standard for business PCs, and 

Intel Evo designs raise the bar to new heights for hybrid professionals 

today, and tomorrow. 

Laptops on Intel vPro with Evo designs are engineered to maximize 

your team’s productivity and eliminate micro frustrations that deter 

their focus. Advanced technologies and sleek, ultra-mobile form 

factors allow professionals to be productive in more places, based on 

how they choose to work.  

Each design is rigorously tested to provide category-leading 

performance and responsiveness, so your workforce can take on 

demanding workloads and multitask with ease. Hardware-based 

security features keep your team protected without slowing them 

down while remote support capabilities ensure that IT has got their 

back, no matter where they’re working.

Empower your team to do their best work, every day.  

To find out more visit: www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/

architecture-and-technology/vpro/Evo-vpro-platform.html

of employees viewed 
having easy screen sharing 
capabilities as an important 
feature for their device

64%

Introducing 
the Intel® Evo™ 
vPro® Platform
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